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SUMMARY

Dysregulation of the transcriptional or translational machinery can alter the stoichi-
ometry of multiprotein complexes and occurs in natural processes such as aging.
Loss of stoichiometry has been shown to alter protein complex functions. We pro-
vide a protocol and associated code that use omics data to quantify these stoichio-
metric changes via statistical dispersion utilizing the interquartile range of expres-
sion values per grouping variable. This descriptive statistical approach enables
the quantification of stoichiometry changes without additional data acquisition.
For complete details on the use and execution of this protocol, please refer to
Hinz et al. (2021).

BEFORE YOU BEGIN

General considerations

This protocol uses numerical expression data to evaluate the changing stoichiometry of gene or protein

complexes over a condition variable (e.g., age, time, or treatment). The script assumes that all genes or

proteins are present at all tested conditions. The protocol assumes that the expression of gene/protein

complexesmust change concordantly tomaintain stoichiometry (coordinated change of expression). A

progressive reduction in the correlation between protein and mRNA causes a progressive loss of stoi-

chiometry in several protein complexes, including ribosomes (Kelmer Sacramento et al., 2020), which

is observed as an uncoordinated change of expression. The figure of merit is the interquartile range

(IQR) of expression. IQR describes the difference between the 75th and 25th percentile (x75 -x25) and,

if the proteins complexed are unchanged between condition variables, the IQR stays unchanged,

whereas the IQR changes given coordination changes (Figure 1). These analyses have been used to

identify changes in proteostasis. (Hinz et al., 2021; Kelmer Sacramento et al., 2020)

KEY RESOURCES TABLE

REAGENT OR RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Software and algorithms

R (V3.6.1) CRAN r-project.org

RStudio (V1.2.1335) CRAN rstudio.com

dplyr (V1.0.5) CRAN https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/dplyr/index.html

ggrepel (V0.8.2) CRAN https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ggrepel/index.html

ggplot2 (V3.3.3) CRAN https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ggplot2/index.html
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STEP-BY-STEP METHOD DETAILS

Source IQR functions

Timing: 5 min

To run this protocol, a sourcing of provided convenience R functions from GitHub is required to

calculate and visualize the IQR analyses. The functions, example data, and a tutorial are available

at https://github.com/LaBargeLab/IQR_test.

1. Download IQR functions in R.

Format input data

Timing: 5–30 min

The functions require input data with gene name, sample name, expression value, and grouping var-

iable columns. Any parametric units are valid for expression values, such as counts-per-million,

reads-per-kilobase transcript for RNA-seq, or protein abundance data. An example can be down-

loaded through the provided GitHub page.

2. Import expression matrix.

CRITICAL: Data must be in long format - i.e., every combination of gene name and sample

name must have its own row.

Continued

REAGENT OR RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

ggsci (V2.9) CRAN https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ggsci/index.html

readr (V1.4.0) CRAN https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/readr/index.html

Deposited data

Numerical expression data GitHub https://raw.githubusercontent.com/LaBargeLab/IQR_test/main/
example_gene_data.csv

Other

Computer NA NA

R functions GitHub/zenodo https://github.com/LaBargeLab/IQR_test
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5879559

if(!require(devtools)){ install.packages("devtools") # If not already installed }

source_url("https://raw.githubusercontent.com/LaBargeLab/IQR_test/main/

clean_functions.R")

urlfile <- ‘‘https://raw.githubusercontent.com/LaBargeLab/IQR_test/main/example_gene_data.csv’’

data <- read.csv(urlfile)

data

# Symbol name value variable

## <chr> <chr> <dbl> <chr>

# 1 gene1 sample1 99 A
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Run analyses

Timing: 1 min

3. Execute the stoichiometry function with the long format input data from step 2 to calculate the

IQR for every sample by conditions and return a data frame with the results.

CRITICAL: The stoichiometry function input requires the following arguments:

symbol - character vector of gene symbols

expression - numeric vector of expression values

variable - character or factor vector with condition information

sample - character vector of sample IDs

geneset - character vector of interested genes (same nomenclature as symbol); if no geneset is sup-

plied IQR analyses are performed based on all provided symbols

4. Use the output from the stoichiometry function as input for the plotting function for visualization.

EXPECTED OUTCOMES

The provided functions output a data frame with the IQR values on a sample level, and these can be

conveniently plotted using boxplots (Figure 2).

stoi <- stoichiometry( expression = data$value,

symbol = data$Symbol,

variable = data$variable,

geneset = c("gene1", "gene2", "gene3", "gene4", "gene5"),

sample = data$name)

# 2 gene1 sample2 131 A

# 3 gene1 sample3 74 A

# 4 gene1 sample4 145 A

#

#

#...

#10000 gene1000 sample10 0 B

.

stoi_plot(stoi)
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical significance can be calculated using an appropriate statistical test, such as the Welch two-

sample t-test for comparing two conditions or ANOVA for more than two conditions. The tests utilize

the per-sample IQR data as input. Therefore, a power estimation is recommended to assess mini-

mum sample size for meaningful analyses.

LIMITATIONS

Themethod described here is a statistical approach to assess the deregulation of protein complexes

and does not replace confirmatory experiments.

TROUBLESHOOTING

Problem 1

The provided function does not load or work (step 3).

Potential solution

Confirm that all dependencies are installed (see key resources table). In case issues persist, an issue

can be opened through the GitHub page.

Figure 1. Examples of coordinated and uncoordinated change of expression

The provided function requires numerical expression data with n samples for m conditions (exemplar conditions A and

B) to calculate the interquartile range.

t.test(stoi$IQR � stoi$variable)

# Welch Two Sample t-test

# data : stoi$IQR by stoi$variable

# alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is not equal to 0

# -216.46803 -65.53197

# sample estimates:

# mean in group A mean in group B

# 36.6 177.6 95 percent confidence interval:

# -15.48451 22.68451

# sample estimates:

# mean in group A mean in group B

# 36.6 33.0
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Problem 2

The expression data includes NA values (step 1).

Potential solution

Remove data with NA values or impute expression data if appropriate.

Problem 3

Expression data is in wide format not the required long format (step 2).

Potential solution

There are multiple tools to reshape data in R. The authors suggest the use of pivot_longer() function

from the tidyR package.

Problem 4

Where to find curated genesets (step 3)?

Potential solution

There are multiple databases of curated genesets. The authors of this protocol recommend Molec-

ular Signatures Database (MSigDB), Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG), Drug

Signatures Database (DSigDB), GeneOntology Resource (GO), or HUGOGene Nomenclature Com-

mittee as starting points.

Problem 5

The geneset does not match any symbols provided in the dataset (step 3).

Potential solution

Confirm that the symbol nomenclature matches between genset and dataset symbol. In case of

differing format, consider utilizing symbol conversion tools (e.g.,: biomaRt).

Figure 2. Results of example IQR analyses

Boxes of box whisker plot represent 25–75 percentile ranges, vertical lines represent 1.5 3 inter quartile range, and

horizontal bars represent medians.
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Mark A. LaBarge, mlabarge@coh.org

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability

Code and data is available through the GitHub repository: https://github.com/LaBargeLab/

IQR_test.

This repository has been archived at Zenodo: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5879559.
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